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NOT END OF WORLD, ALLEN SAYS-

Regents Deny Tenure
To Florida Professors
At Friday's meeting of the ert Mautz, chancellor of the
Florida Board ·of Regents the State University S y s t e m,
requests from 280 professors asked the Regents to approve
at Florida universities for the 280 tenure recommendatenure job security on the tions and to set up a commitgrounds that present rules are tee to study next year's.
too loosely written, were deALTHOUGH ALLEN did not
nied.
directly oppose the Regent's
However, the Board adopted action, a source said, he did
State uniyersity Chancellor say he thought it would put
Robert Mautz's suggestion exceptional strain on the
.that the whole system be stud- board to study and approve
ied with an aim toward re- individual recommendations.
writing it and to "upgrade the
Recently, controversy was
qualifications."
stirred
at USF when AmeriMonday Allen met with
can
Idea
assistant professor
USF's department chairmen
Robert
M.
Stevenson was disand deans.
missed by Pres. John S.
ACCORDING TO persons Allen.
pre~nt at the meeting, at
Stevenson, who caused offwhi~n newsmen were barred,
campus
controversy when he
.Alfen me;ely. discussed the
helped organize a Bay Area
de~~on of the Regents.
Coalition .anti-war demonstra.-· Qespite the rejection, tion and the public learned of
•..§o.ti!~es said, Allen stated he his Iranian citizenship, was
was behind USF's tenure rec- fired with a year's notice
ommendations.
without a reason after his ten"This isn't the end of the ure consideration had been
world," Allen was reported as "delayed" by his department.
saying.
"I KNOW SOME of these
ALLEN WAS reported to
have told tqe group that Rob- people do deserve tenure,"

said regents personnel chairman Henry Kramer. "But
some do not and I will not
rubber · stamp the : whole
bunch."
An outspoken critic of Florida's upper education tenure
system, Regent Dr. Clarence
Menser said. "I take the
's tand that tenure is ~ crutch
for incompetence."

a ward tenure to a faculty
member.
"Receipt of the large number of recommendations together with supporting documents has caused a number
of Regents to express dissatisfaction with the current tenure rules."

"We are in an era when a
lot of scabby teachers are
available," continued Menser.
"Some don't stand for what
the American system stands
for ,-and we have some outstanding examples of people
we want to get rid of but are
afraid to."

Apollo 11.
Televised On
Closed Circuit

Mautz said, in his June 30
issue of "Memo," "The _Universities have
recommended
I
approximately 280 individuals
for tenure. After reviewing
these recommendations and
screening them for the Board,
I forwarded them to the
Board with my recom.mendation that they be approved.
Under the current policies
only the Board of Regents can

The Broadcasting· Departme!}t will make available by
way of closed circuit television, live coverage of the
Apollo Eleven moon shot this
morning.
Coverage will begin at 9 :35
a.m. on channel 5 and may be
received on any classroom receiver, in any classroom on
campus equipped with a television set.

(;ov. Kirk Signs
.
Narc,otics Bill •'
.

.

~. .

I
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Dr!' Arna·d e Pushe_s_ Resolution Through

STEVENSON, PAY RAIS~

USF Faculty, Students
Join, Pass -Resolution
.

.

By JOHN THOMSON
Staff Writer .

passed, the group decided to
support the findings of the Educational Problems ~d Aca~
A joint session of the Ameri- demic Relations Committee of
. can Association of University the University Senate, to
· Professors (AAUP), Student which Stevenson ·h as taken
Government (SG) and stuthe case of his firing.
. dents passed . a resolution last
The resolution passed de'Wednesday requesting the ad- .s~ite protests of prematurely
ministration to expand the endorsing the findings of a
· Executive Committee, adding committee which has yet to
one student and one ·faculty
either meet or investigate.
" member.
INDICATIONS ARE THAT
" . The meeting was called to
review the case of fired USF the senate committee, headed
' Assistant Professor of Ameri- by Dr. Hans Juergenson, procan Idea Robert M. Steven- fe~r of humanities; who is
·. ·son, alleged cut pay raises of on leave this quarter, will not
· four "politically active" USF report on the case until the
fall. ·
: professors and "related mat- ·
Stevenson took the matter
ters." There will be another
to
the committee after atmeeting today at 1 p.m. in
tempts
by the AAUP were unCenter
252.
University
.
s
uccessful
in persuading Allen
·The resolution was introto
reconsider
his decision. He
duced by Dr. Charles Arnade,
had
learned
the
week before
professor of American Idea
that
his
contract
was being
who proposed the Executive
terminated
by
Allen.
In a letCommittee include a profester to Stevenson, Allen stated
sor elected from the University's faculty and a student the reason for his action was
that the •professor . had not
elected from the SG.
been granted tenure by either
THE EXECUTIVE COM- the University or the Board of
MITTEE is comprised of Regents.
Pres. John S. Allen,' Herbert
Arnade, who has served on
'J. Wunderlich, vice president the Tenure Committee, said
of Student Affairs, Elliot the only reason Stevenson was
Hardaway, vice president of not granted tenure by the
administrative affairs and committee was that he indi. Harris W. Dean, vice presi- cated he was leaving and had
dent of academic affairs.
not requested tenure. Arnade
Allen and the Executive said recommending it for a
Committee were focal points professor that might be leav·of the eontroversy discussed ing would "be like building a
at the meeting.
house without materials." He
DR. PHILLIP BOSSER- added the deferral had nothMAN, associate professor of ing to do with Stevenson's
American Idea, and vice pres- teaching ability.
ident of the local AAUP, who
ARNADE'S RESOLUTION
chaired the session since, ON the Executive Committee
· AAUP president Dr. Graham was prompted by AAUP
Solomons, associate professor charges that the committee
of chemistry, was involved in cut pay raise recommendathe pay disput~, told the tions by the deans of each of
group, "We are here to see the professor's colleges, rethat we are all operating on sulting in either "token rais•
the same rumors; the same es" or no raise at all.
In an attempt to strengthen
facts, rather."
In one of several resolutions its position, the group voted to

...

endorse a letter sent to Allen,
asking the ,Executive Committee .to · "reconsider its decision." The letter stated:
"We make no attempt to
.evaluate the . ~pecific actions
of these faculty members, because specific actions leading
·to salary penalties have not
been enumerated, but we do
consider that the action of the
executive. committee in denying their raises without a
hearing . or without usual
forms of due process, is an
extreme threat to academic
freedom at the University of
South Florida and is also a serious threat to job security at
this University."
AT ONE POINT former
USF student and SG senator
B'e n Brown stood up and told
the group he disagreed with
Arnade and 'thought the executive committee should be entirely students and faculty.
"If you're being beaten with
a large stick you don't ask ·to
be beaten with a smaller
one," Brown said.
- . Brown became a controver.sial figure at USF last year
while working with a local
chapter of the Students for a
Democratic Society and also
as author of the Student Bill
of Rights.
"The only way to do anything with the administration;,• Brown continued, "Is to
leave no way out. You push
them up against the wall.
Then, ·if they don't give in,
push them through the wall."

"THEY'RE TRYING to get
you out.of here," he told the
professors.
Dr. James A. Gould,
ch~irman-professor of philosophy, reportedly one of the profeissor's receiving a "token
raise," moved the group form
an investigative committee to
study the pay dispute. Gould
suggested the committee to be
(See REQUEST, Page 2)
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Widespread concern on such students upon convicF lorida state university ·cam- tion; providing waiver for stupuses may be generated by a dents divulging information
controverisal bill signed into leading to conviction ·of perlaw July 7 by Governor sons supplying drugs or volunClaude R. Kirk, calling for tarily disclosing possession of
"suspension of students ar- drugs prior to arrest.
rested for unlawful possession · "Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
of narcotic drugs."
The bill, introduced by state
Y' SECTION 1. Any person
Sen. Wilber H. Boyd of Pal- enrolled as a student in any
metto also provides for the state supported university or
two-year expulsion of students junior ·collge who ·is arrested
convicted and waiver for for unlawful possession of any
those divulging information narcotic drug, etc. as identileading to the conviction of fied or defined in either Chapothers.
ters 398 or 404 Florida Stat~
BOYD SAID THE original utes, shall, .(allowing an addraft of the bill was written ministrative hearing provided
tby the Board of Regents. He by the president of the institusaid -it was a bit "too harsh" · tion ·pursuant to rules promulin its original form in calling gated by the Board of Educafor immediate suspension of tion or Board of Regents in
students arrested and re- which such suspension is recquired the addition of "fol- . ommended, b e · suspended
lowing an administrative hear- from all classes of instruction
until the determination of his
ing."
·
guilt by a court of competent
Although the "administra- jurisdiction. If adjudicated
t ive hearing" clause was
guilty, the student shall be auadded, the statute states,
tomatically expelled.
"suspension is recommend'-' SECTION z. No student
ed."
expelled
pursuant to ,this act
The law, as written, states: .
"An act relating to state may be r eadmitted to any
universities and junior col- state supported university or
leges ; providing for suspen- junior college for a period of
. sion of students arrested for two years.
unlawful possession of narcot,_,, SECTION 3. Any student
ic drugs, central nervous sys- subject to suspension or extem stimulants, hallucinogen- . pulsion from a state universiic drugs, or·barbituates; pro- ty or junior college as providviding automatic- explusion of ed herein may be entiUed to a·

waiver of the suspension or
expulsion if he divulges information leading to the arrest
and conviction of the person
who supplied such drug, stimulant, or barbituate to-him,-or
if he voluntarily discloses his
unlawful possession of such
drug, stimulant, or barbituate
prior to his arrest."
Boyd said university officials have always had the option to exercise power in suspending a student who has
been charged in a narcotics
case.
"This · bill has been misinterpreted," B_oyd said, "It will
· be up to the university officials." He added the bill just
moves the administrative op,tion for "university regulation
to statute."
Student Government Pres.
Ste~e Anderson said the bill
gives officials "a blank
check" in acting on Florida
students.

ANDERSON SAID suspension of a -student who was
later acquitted in the course
of an academic year could
cause a student to either fail
or end up out of phase and
eligible for the draft.
"Sooner or later it's going
to be proved unconstitutional," Anderson said, "It's a ,
matter of how many students
are going to be ruined because of it."
1
He added the law is a travesty "in a society where a person is supposed to be innocent
until proven guilty."

Student-Faculty
Committee Asked

Sio'man's Curious Kitten
The general hubbub over the much-publici~ed sex scenes has
obscured the fact "I Am Cnriors (Yellow)," directed by Vilgot Sjoman, is a worthy serio-comic film containing teb degree of intelligence which has always distinguished the best
of foreign fare. - Bob Jerome.
(See Curious Page 6)

The joint meeting of students of USF and the campus
chapter of the AAUP requested Wednesday unanimously
that a committee be appointed by the president of the Student Government. Steve Anderson and th·e vice-president
of the AAUP, Phillip Bosserman, to investigate the facts
in the alleged denial of salary
increases or the awarding of
.only token increases to five
. USF professors.
Th e . following members.
were appointed Monday; Professor Max Kaplan, chairman,
Professor A. W. Goodman,
Professor E dgar Hirshberg,
Professor Charles Arnade,
·creg Willis, Manual Pelaez,
and Jim Arnold.
.
There will be another jointmeeting today at 2 p.m. in
UC252.

...
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Summer Rep,ertory Opens
Hollywood director Sigmond Rosenblatt directs superstars
Harold Parmalee and Muriel Mercer in ''Robinson {;rusoe"
as Merton Gill tries desperately to crash the silv_er screen.
It's, all -p art of "Merton of ·the Movi~," opening_Tuesday
~ve~iJJg,._~ft~r,-the Grand _-Opening•· of T~eatre l:JSF;s .-Cinema
Summer,· Monday, .with "Little Mary Sunshine."

USF Plays
Go Hollywood
DOUG KAYE
Fine Arts Editor
Your Cinema Summer is
just around the corner! No
need to sit around bored ,vith
nothing but low-class entertainment for amusement now, for a limited time only,
let Theatre USF. bring ,·that.
spark of carefree happiness
back into your life that you
ha:ve ;been missing lo, these
many y~ars !
DITCH THE SIXTIES and
anxieties of the upcoming
seventies for a few hours and
return to the twenties and
t hirties, a time which, if you
let it, was full of light hearts
and smiling faces. And where
during that time could you be
guaranteed of- the -best of all
possible worlds? And ,vhere?
In Hollywood, of course, that
Mecca of glamour.

"Little Mary Sunshine," a
fanciful spoof of the old operett~s that were prevalent on
stage and screen during that
period of cinematic naivet~.
· ·" Merton of the Movies" is
the classic American comedy
of the "Hollywood expose" as
seen . through the eyes of
small-town boy Merton Gill.
" Family Night at the
Bijou" features live musical
extravaganzas and p u re
"show-biz," followed by a
showing of that great film,
"Golddiggers of 1933."
So .don't sit at home and
sweat Follow the Keystone
Cop hats and marquees to
Cinema Summer.·

IT ALL BEGINS on Monday
and will run every evening
until Aug. 10 (that's including .
the added attraction ,of the
playwrights' Showcase, ·performing those three Sundays).
At least it will begin 011

Hollywood of yor_e, in all its
hokum, brilliance, exaggeration; dreams, and poobah, is . l\fonday for the viewing pubre-created: on Theatre- USF's , lie. Until th_en, the company of
. Main Stage· for the seventh approximately seventy indiannual repertory· festival t r- victuals will be hard at work,
tied Cinema Summer.
as · they have been since the
end of the last quarter, t.o
The plays· themselves, pre- make this year's theatre rep.
sented in nightly rotation · at ertory a thoroughly enters:30 p.m. each evening, in- taining and enjoyable sJries
elude :
. . of evenings for the University
THE OPENING· SHOW is and nearby communities.

Cinema Summer Schedule·
CINE~IA SOMMER - Monday -Aug. 10
Little . Mary Sunshine: Monday, July 24, 30,
Aug. 2, 5, 8.
.
Merton· of- the Movies: Tuesday, July 25, 28,
31, Aug. 6, 9.
Family- Night at the Bijou: July 23, 26, 29,
Aug. I, 4, 7.
All productions are on the Main Stage in the
Theatre at 8:30 p.m. Students: 75 cents per show,
$2 for series ticket. USF S~!f · and Foundation: $1.50 per show, $4. for series ticket. General PubJic: $3. per show, $7. for series ticket.
PRISMS Pla~Tights' Showcase): July Z7,
Aug. 3, 10. Tickets available at Theatre Box Office with no chat·ge. Perform8Jlces will be in the
Centre Stage at .8:30 p.m. For information and
reservations for all productions, call the Theatre
Box Office, ext. 323.
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THE ORACLE -

First SummerCoffee House
"Sudden Poetry: 321," a
lyric theatre piece staging the
poetry of Theodore Raethke,
will be the first Coffee House
production by the Department of Speech this summer
today at 2 p.m. in the Engineering auditorium. Students
of Speech 321: Oral Interpretation, under the direction
of associate professor R. J.
Schneider, will stage the presentation.

•Libra·ry Move Complete
The changes in the Library Lobby are now
complete. The new circulation desk is op.
erating now in the first floor. The new
area is located where the old lounge was.
The lounge is where the Recreation Collec-

tion was, and the Collection bas been moved
to inside the Reading room. The Circulation
area consists of two check-out lines alld a.
large space for the circulation staff. The
a.rea is decorated by wood paneling.

Fe/ lows To Coordinate
New Non-Credit Activities
David B. Fellows was
named this week to head the
newly created position of Coordinator for all Non-Credit
Activities at USF. The annom1cement was made by J.
Richard Brithwell, director of
the Center for Continuing
Education at USF.
Fellows will supervise the
staff of six Program Advisors
and \vill direct the develop-

provides educational e~eriences for the public in the
A GRADUATE OF THE areas of business, education,
University of Maryland, Fel- industry, science, liberal arts
lows has served on the Con- and public administration. Oftinuing Education staff since ferings by the Center include
March of 1957. He has previ- a wide range of semi~ars,
ous experience in industry, conferences, workshops, instipublic school education and as tutes and short courses which
an instructor pilot" with the haye attrac~ed almost 25,000
enrollees in the past two
Strategic Air Command.
The Center for Continuing years.
"One of our major objecEducation, created in 1964,
tives is to provide opportunitie~ for improved knowledge,
·skills and attitudes, with assistance from t~e community
·in building programs to fulfill
the . ne.eds of individuals,
groups and organizations,"
Fellows said recently. "Our
fall program of mm-credit activiti~s is in the final stages of
completion; however, o u r
staff· is . available to develop
addiµonal programs throughout the year."
National seminars bave
been: conducted by the Center
in ~uch diverse areas as
education,
transportation,
track and field, medicine and
aerospace technology.
ment of new programs for the
Center.

·MUNTZ STEREO
GIVE-A-WAY

SALE

8402 NEBRASKA AVE. ONLY
ALL

Quarter System
Revision Urged

4 & 8 TRACK
TAPES

Student Government Pres.
Steve Anderson stated last
week if changes are not made
in the quatter system he will
advocate its abolishment.
Anderson told The Oracle,
"If the Board of Regents is
not responsive to the changes
Select from RCA - Ampex - Columbia brought up by the survey,
Muntz - Capitol - Decca and ~any others. then I will personally advocate leaving the quarter system."
The survey was a questionnaire answered by students
and was designed to find out
Nebraska Ave. Store
what the students thought of
Open ·9 a.m. ~o 6 p.m.
-the quarter system.
Anderson said ,t he survey
Monday through Saturday_
showed improvement needed
to be made in two main areas,
more five-hour courses and
better counseling.
The recommendations have
N O i AFFIUAJ!D WIJH MUNIZ JV
been sent to Board of Regents
Chancellor Robert Mautz for
further study.

$4.98

All Popular Hits

1

STEREO-PAl(iNc

of light verse, and its impulse .
to dance out its rhythms."

"Sudden Poetry: 321" is
bolts of melody from a single
lyric voice: Theodore
Roethkes'," he said., "I had
not planned any Coffee House
presentation for this summer,
but became so bored with the
no activities announcement,
that I spoke to my Speech 321
class. They seemed \ruling to
stage their efforts with a sin"Sudden Po:try: 3~1" is _a gle poet, so we managed a
second expemnent m lyric sudden program on Roethke,"
•
verse by the Department of · he said.
Speech. Late in the Spring
Included in the cast are
Quarter, "Hurly Burly Ric
Rock," an arrangement of Joan Holm, Ty Ross, Rick
light modern poetry explored Coffman, Gloria Sims, Susan
the use of movement as a Phillips, Marie Tofte, Carol
visible form of poetry. "The ·Reynolds, Lynda Gates, Bill
earlier show," Schneider said, Caflisch, and Chuck Choate.
"had some of the antic quality There is no admission charge.

UC Schedules Movie And
Music For This Week
MOVIE:
"Bunny Lake is Missing,"
starring Lawrence Olivier and
Carol Lynley, is the feature
movie to be presented by the
Unive~ity Center (UC) on
Friday and Saturday.
"Bunny Lake is Missing"
involves the chilling suspense
of the alleged disappearance
of a four year old from a nursery. Showings both evenings
are at 7 :30 p.m. in the BSA.
Admission is 35 cents per person.

JAM SESSION
Monday a Jam Session featuring the "Odyssey" will be
held on-the East Patio of the
UC at 2 p.m. The "Odyssey"
was pr:~viously known at USF

Seminar On
AfrO-Studies
The ."Afro-American Experience: An }listorical Perspective," a three week seminar,
began _Monday under _the
coordination of John Rollins,
assistant professor of history.
Running until Aug. 1, the
workshop proposes to "seek
the m~aning of the AfroAmerican exp~rience for the
preseQt and future."
Available to continuing USF
students, and also to noncontinuing and non-degree
seeking students, the four
hour credit workshop includes
topics of the past, present and
future of Afro-American aspects of history and culture.
The Rev. Ben Berry, director of Tampa's Inter-City Parrish, and the Rev. Andrew T.
P arker Jr., pastor of Christ
Methodist Church, will aid
Rollins in instructing the seminar.
The History and Education
departments are jointly offering the workshop because
"by-focusing on the role of the
educational system in the
creation of cultural consciousness" they hope to "illumine
the meaning of the AfroAmerican experience for curricular developments, faculty
tasks1 library collections, and
community attitudes in shaping the future of the students'
schools and American society."

as the "San Fl'ancisco Earthquake." In case of rain, the
Jam Session will be held in
UC252.

ISraiiliqn p",rty . . .

kicks off the three-week Englffih t¥.~@
study program for students f~m the ¥"~
Institute of Brazil, The party Wit~ b~ltl in

~ !lffl4ents'

More than 150 South Ameri- ~~~~- ~- . ~~~glt~I, ~tl~r f!~ fu~ c;g§!'dinstm for·· th@
ARTISTS EXHIBIT
can students from •the Yazigi ~~~~iµ!lH:. t~~~c!t!M aHJ~f, program.
A collection of prints from Institute of Brazil arrived at
the Associated American Art- USF this week to ·begin a
ists will continue on exhibit in three-week English language
icn1b
the UC Gallery, through Fri- study program.
day. All prints are for sale
Since the creation of the
and interested persons should
prograpi last summer,
study
check in the University Centotaling more
groups
four
ter Program Office, UC 159,
from Yazigistudents
450
than
for purchasing information.
Institute have attended USF.
Gallery hours are from 8
Among the a c t iv i t i e s
a .m. until 5 p.m., Monday
for the foreign stuplanned
through Friday of each week.
dents will be sight-seeing trips
WIG SHOW
to Daytona Beach, Cape KenA wig show presented by
nedy, Clearwater, St. Petersthe Overseas Wig Warehouse burg, Cypress Gardens, Silver
of Tampa and sponsored by Springs and Busch Gardens.
the UC will be held next
Just received shipmettt of 1969 MGC, MGt, MG
While attending classes at
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in UC
., .
Mhh1ets & A-H SpritH
USF, the foreign students will
255-6.
1tlll
ih
e
m
Co_
All coeds, women staff and be housed in the university's
faculty are invited to attend. newest dormitory, De · Soto
Trying on the sample hair- Hall.
The students will attend
pieces, falls and ,viglets will be
the highlight of the day for English classes 9 a.rri.-noon
everone ! Refreshments will every weekday to earn three
be served. Mrs. Sandy Par- quarters hours of credit upon
Franchised Dealer
3500 Fla. Ave.
r ott, Overseas Wig Ware- completion of the three-week
Sales & Service
223-4241
house, will be coordinating course.
the show and demonstration.
The Yazigi Institute has 106
schools in Brazil. English,
French, and German · are
taught to Brazilians and PorAging Institute
tuguese instruction is offered
·
to foreigners.
Alexander M. Sulloway and
Institute Il, USF's institute
on aging, has several scholarship allowances available for
graduate work in their gerontology program ranging from
$2,600 to $3,400 per year.
In return for scholarship
support, students in the pro(Continued from Page 1)
gram will take courses in the
Institute on Aging and com- made up of four full profesplete a thesis in the area of sors and three students. The
aging.
motion carried and the resoluDeadline for a pplication for t ion adopted.
admission to Graduate Studies SG president Steve Anderson,
for Quarter I is Aug. 6. For who has formed a ' 'nonLocated On E. Fowler• ½ Mi. W. of U.S. 301•.
further information on the partisan'' four - memb~r stuA Hop and Skip From the University
scholarship program contact dent committee to probe the
Aging.
on
the Institute
Stevenson case, cited "unfair
coverage" of the Stevenson
situation by the local media.
Price Changes Set
He said the SG has offered
Stevenson aid and support.
For Ed Resources
"STEVENSON IS WIDELY
A new price list for graphics, cinematography and pho- known as a particularly exceltography from Educational lent professor," said AnderResources will go into effect son. Allen's termination of his
on Aug. 1. The list is avail- contract in June 1970 was
able upon request from Educa- used "as a repressive action
Golden Gate Speedway
tional Resources, Library 22 because of his vocal action on
50c
ADULTS 2.00 CHILDREN 6~12
issues," he added.
or ext. 341.

Ml

while w,

heave a large -Hl1ctlon

GOLD EN G-ATE

Has Scholarships

SPEEDWAY

Joint Request
Goes To Allen

STOCK CAR .RACES -

EVERY FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY AT 8:30 P.M.

FRIDAY: LATE MODELS & TORNADO
SATURDAY: SPRIN·TS, -EARLY MODELS,
BOMBERS

·,as.

IT'S

SEE THEM AT:

LUNCH

Dale Mabry at Hillsborough
Chevrolet convertible. V-8,
automatic, runs like the day it
c:ame off the showroom ••••

.

d1mmt~r,!

Brazilian Students On
Three-Week Program

·This Week's
.Specials are·"loaded"

'63
166
'66·

De .§gtg Hall, the

TIME

Valiant Signet 2-door hardtop. Automatic, a tight car •
Fairlane 4-doar. Automatic,

.

~i~st~::fo~h~.

'63"

!~~~ .:~~~~~y $) 044

1

AT FOOD SERVICE
from MORRISON'S

Chevrolet Impala 2-door
hardtop. . V-8, Automatic,
· drives and runs periect •• • ••

Florida Ave.
Ford LTD 4-door hardtop. Beautiful blue with a vinyl roof, c:om-

69 f~;~':..e.~~i:,~~~. ~~~-~ '66 v.a,
l

5
~~:~:

$

3695
595

Gala.xie 500 2-door hardtop.~eal _nice ye llow with ~lack vinyl$)
automatic •••• .•.
mterror,

·

11

THE WAY TQ $AVE YOUR DAY~'

FOOD SERVICE from MO~RISON'S
University Center
'

'

I, ~ ~"Visits

Kopp Names

Europe

INew
Robert Ellis
Assisiant

For UNESCO Meeting

I

Dr. Max Kaplan, director of working conference of the
the Institute for Studies of UNESCO Centre for Leisure
Leisure, recently returned and Education; in Budapest
from several weeks in eastern he met with members of the
Europe.
Academy of Science. The
In Prague, he attended a -~zech meeting was called pri-

Allen Must OK Rafhskell.er
Sale Of Alcoholic Beverages
The Rathskeller Committee was assured last
·week by Senator Joseph McClain of Hillsborough
County, that Senate Bill 1164 passed this last session,
does not regulate the sale of alcoholic beverages on
the USF campus.
The committee was told that the bill only reaffirms
ari earlier bill which covers the sale of such beverages
within 2500 ft. of the boundaries of the university. As
such, it does not for bid the sale of alcoholic beverages
'within the campus.
President John Allen is then the only one who can
authorize the sale of alcoholic beverages. As of now
the committee, which has recommended tha_t beer
=_~d wine be sold, is awaiting a decision from Allen.

Official Notices
: Bulletin Bo• rd notices should be sent
, dlrKt to "Director, Campus Publications, US 226" (ext. 618) no later than
• noon Wednesday for publication the fol•
towing Wednesday.
Send news items direct lo: "Editor,
, Thi Oracle, us 222," (est. 619).

Centrex: A supply of postal-sized

• ards Is being sent by Physical Plant

• m e■ch

department. These cards, printId with appropriate blanks, are for
your convenience In notifying off' . campus Individuals, companies, newspa. ptrs, other universities, on-campus per• 1onntl, etc., as to how YOU my be
1 rnched by te lephone after August 23,
·19ff, the in-service date of the new
Centrex phone system. Cards may be
filled In and malled (they are not
postaga-pald) any time after your receipt of them. New General Te lephone
• directories will have been delivered by
• that · date, but the cards will serve as
• notice end an easy reference for t hose
with whom you a re in more or less
• constant touch by telephone. A master
• ·cercf Is balng sent with each supply
( showing your new campus phone num• lier. If you have any questions, please
"" call Mrs. Helen McAllen, ext. 511.
Publlc1tlons Director: Frank Spear,
• former USF Publications Coordinator,
~
flu been aPPointed to the new position
,.,. ef · Director of Publications, with
, rtsPOnslbllltles as outlined In Pres. Al·
• ·1en•1 - Polley Statement No. 41. As Di·

,
.

rector of Publications, Mr. Soear Is
responsible to the Dean of University
Relations, William S. Chambers, Jr., as
are the Director of University DeveloP:ment, Robert L. Black II I, and Director
of Information Services, Dennis E.
McClendon. The PublicatiOns - office is
located in ADM 189, ext. 181.
Educational Resources: On Aug. 1, a
new prlce list for Graphics, Cinematography, and Photography will be in ef•
fect, and the fist will be available upon
request. For fu rther information, call
Educationa l Re!>0urces at Ext. 341, or
visit the office in Library No. 22.
Master of Arts Stipend: The Institute
on Aging has stipends availi!ble in the
Master of Arts in the Gerontology Program; stipends range from S2600 to
$3.COO per year. Dependency allowances
and tuition also provided. A limited
number at research stipends are a lso
available
for
beginning
students
admitted to graduate program in related disciplines. In return tor stipend
support, these students will take select•
ed electives in the Institute on Aging
and complete a thesis in the area of aging. For fu rthe r information, call the
Institute on Aging Office, Ext. -409, or
visit the office in SOC 333. Deadline for
application for Quarter l a dmission t o
Graduate Studies is August 6.

Campus Date ·Book
T imes and places of organ izations
meeting regularly are posted on ·th e

.. The World~ Best $2000

marily to determine futurei
policies and publications of
the Centre.
While there, Kaplan also
m~t with representatives from
six other countries with whom
the USF group is engaged in
a comparative international
study as the American agen•
cy; _ other countries in . the
project are France, W. Ger·
many, Switzerland, Sweden,
Canada and Czechoslovakia.
Chairman of the comparative study is Dr. Joffre Dumazedier of Paris, one of the
guest speakers at · the conference held here last May. This
French scholar and Dr. Kaplan are currently preparing
an anthology of recent studies
in the leisure field.
Dr. Phillip Bosserman, associate professor in American
Idea, serves as director of research for the Institute. He
and a staff are presently de-:
signing the international work
and a regional study of leisure
patterns and values.

University
boards.

Center

Lobby

Dr. Robert William Ellis,
Jr., associate professor of engineering, has been appointed
Assistant Dean of the College
of Engineering.

~Wl•imrJMt-•f&.\B1Mmhl®m.\}JW~At~4Tul
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18. RIDES

6. FOR SALE

U. of South Florida, July 16, 1969 -

THE ORACLE -

.TEMPLE TERRACE LOUNGE

"nd Cut Rate liquors
8448 56t.h Street

TEMPLE TERRACE CUT .RATE
LIQUORS
5326 BUSCH BLVD.

Palm Lane Trailer Terrace, Free Ride to students, Eau GaiTrailers & Lots for Rent. Phone lie via Orlando, Cocoa • every
NEXT TO PANTRY PRI.DE
935-9344.
other week. Desire company. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Call Leslie Charbonnet, 932-6944.
2 Trailers, 1 House for R e n t . - - - - - - - - - - - Call 933.2522.
21. MISCELLANEOUS

- SANDALS

Two Newly Furnished Apts, Air
Conditioned and electric · heat.
Near USF. Just Phone 935-1589.
.
USF Married Couple. CB l B~room furnished, porch, no children, no pets. S65 month. 935The 29-year-old appointee 9478.
came to USF four years ago
following his work on his doc- 13. WANTED
toral degree at Virginia Polytechnic Institute. While at- P~ETRY WANTED for cooper•
tending VP! in undergraduate ~ttve poetry anthology. Please
Sen~
and graduate school, Ellis mclude ~tamped envelope.
!o Idlewild Pre~s, 543 ~red~Iserved as a teaching assistant 1ck, San Francisco, Callforrua,
and part-time instructor. He 94117
also did research work with
the · Polyscientific Division of 15. SERVICES OFFERED
Litton Industries in BlacksTyping • manuscripts, thesis, paburg, Va.
pers. English, Spanish, Italian,
Ellis, an active member in French, call Laura 932-9361.
several . honor and service
fraternities, was selected for Papers, manuscripts of any
inclusion in the 1962 edition of length typed in E nglish, German, and French. · IBM execuWho's Who in American Col- tive carbon ribbon. Call Jennileges and Universities.
fer at 935-7948. ·
·
The appointment, made by
Dr. Edgar W. Kopp, dean of
the College of Engineering,
will become effective in September at the beginning of
QuarterL

BAGS

Wanted to rent or lease, two or
three bedroom furnished house,
by staff member beginning ·September 1969. One small child.
Call Mrs. Grass, Ex't. 101.

w~m.n™~wr~a
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES

HOUSE OF LEATHER

5 lines

(formerly the Sandal Shop)

<27 characters/line) ... $1.00
Additional Line ---···· .15
Repeated:· 2-4- Issues .... . .90..
More than 4 issues -··- ,75*
"Per five lines (27 characters)

Call 876-9486
306 N. Dale Mabry

Library Count
During the month of June,
53,404 people crossed the
threshold of the library. Of
this number, 7,643 students
checked out books., and 1,332
faculty members did the
same.

GARMENTS

BELTS

bulletin

TODAY
College of Ed. Workshop, 8:30 a .m., •
UC 200, 204.
Movie: "Mickey One", 8 p.m., Busl•
ness Auditorium.
THURSDAY
College of Ed. Workshop, 8:30 a.m.,
UC 200, 204.
BIS Luncheon, 11 : 50 a.m .. UC 255-6.
Christian Science Meeting, 3:30 p.m.,
UC 205.
FRIDAY
College of Ed Workshop, 8 :30 a .m.,
UC 200, 204.
SATURDAY
·A uto-cross, 7 a.m., FAH Lots.
SUNDAY
. Young Republicans, 2 p.m., UC 213.
MONDAY
College of Ed. Workshop, 8 :30 a.m.,
UC 200, 204.
US Navy, 9 a .m., UC 223.
US Navy, 9 a .m., Lobby.
COUflCil of Dea·n•s of Students, , a.m.,
UC 255.
council of Dean's of Students, noon,
UC 256.
Jim Session, 2 p.m., UC E. Patio.
Young Democrats, 2 p.m., UC 213,
Young Republicans, 2 p.m., UC 215.
TUESDAY
College of Ed. Workshop, 8 :30 a.m .•
US Navy, 9 a.m., UC Lobby and UC
223.

CBS Assoc Council, 11 a.m., UC 158
UC 200, 204.
Dean's Luncheon, noon, UC 2.55-6.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 23
College of Ed Workst.op, 8:30 a.m.,
UC 200, 204.
us NIVY, 9 a .m., UC Lobby, and UC

t --

223.

Wig Show, 2 p.m., UC 255-6.
Movie: "The Salt of the Earth", I
p.m. Bus iness Auditorium.

Car stops
with disc brakes
_
straight, quick &~urel"

Co-Op Education
Today, Juty 16
Career Planning conference for students Inte rested in Cooperative Education assignments during Quarter 1, 2
p.m. ENG. 4.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 2l
Career Planning Conference for s tu•
dent's interested in <::ooperatlve Education ass ignments during Quarter 1, 2
p.m. ENG. 4.

Placement Services

·Its yours for only

$]976°0
defimad in Tampa plus T..

&Tu

Front disc brakes for safety!
Fully independent rear suspension
for comfort i Bucket seats, ·
dozens of other extras, too!

DATSUN/2
MAKE THE SOUND MOVE to
DATSUN AT YOUR NEARBY DttALER!

FELLOWS MOTOR CO.
_:113 W. Kennedy

253-3106

CO·OP PLACEMENT
More than 150 employers are currently seeking USF students for Cooperative
Education Training assignments for
Quarter 1 (training Period starting
Monday, Sept. 22) . For further Information visit or phone the Co-op Office,
E NG 37, phone 988-4131, Ext. 171 .
The following are some of the em•
ploye rs who have openings for Quarter
I ano' students desiring to be considered
s hould make application in ENG 37 at
the earliest date possible. These are
professional training programs, and the
students are paid while on tra ining pe•
riods away from campus. Students may
earn up to five hours of acade mic cred•
it during their Co-op training quarters.
Engilleering: NASA • Kennedy Space
Center, Cape Kennedy, Fla .; NASA Marsha ll Space Flight Center, Hunts•
ville, Alabama ; F lorida Power & Light
Co., va rious locations in F la.; E. I. d u
Pont de Nemours & Co., Cha ttanooga,
Tenn; Georgia Power Co., Atlanta, Ga.;
Tennessee Valley Authority, Knoxville
& Chattanooga, Tenn. Florida Slate
Road Dept., Galnesvllle, Fla. ; Naval
Ship Research & Development Center,
Wash., D.C.
Math and Physics: Naval Ship Researc h a nd Development Center, Wash.,
D.C.
.
Accounting : FMC Corp., Lakeland,
Fla.; GradY Hough (CPA), Sarasota,
Fla.
·
.
Education : Atlanta Public School Syst em, Atlanta, Georgia; USF Libra ry,
Tampa, Fla .; Model Cities Program,
Tampa, Fla .; Ybor City Boy's Club,
Ta mpa, Fla.;
Management: Nasa Headquarters,
Wash., D.C.
Political Science; Nasa Headquarters,
Wa sh., D.C.; U.S. House of Representatives (Cong. Gibbons ), Wash., D.C.
J ournalism : The Tam pa Tribune,
Tami>a, Fla.

The ARROW
has long been the symbol for directional
guidance. It is used to direct people to the
fastest, most efficient· way. to satisfy
their needs. Once again we utilize the
Arrow to direct you to t_he fastest, most
convenient location for your daily needs•

. Jes don't sit there
hungry. Go get a real
good pizza an' wash it
down with a ·cold beer at
the

.PIZZAeitlnt BOOKS
:~~
HUT

-

RECORDS

•~~ 30405 £. HILLSBOROUGH
:Ii •. ~

PH. 238-1212

8426 N. FLORIDA

i\.
!

PH. 935-0512
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REPLY TO KIBLER

Torch of Liberty

Editorials And

What's Wrong In
Fla. Universities

Commentary

July 16, 1969

Education Backlash At USF
and soon.
Although the facts are not all in
The proven solut ion to the prob yet, there are strong innunendos '
coming from USF ' s Administ ration lem of keeping a quiet campus is
communic ations •• .something USF
that they are beginning to yield to
the con servative backlash devel- .has just begun to learn. Case in
point: The Black Studies Program
oping around t he nation in regard
in which reason, good faith, and
to state unive rsities.
open dialogue a verted a crisis.
The conservatives a r e saying
damp down on anythin g t hat may
CRISES WHICH HAVE a r isen
lead to campus unrest. And even
this summer have been k ept
the v ote-seeking Democrats are
from reaching the boiling point
calling for stronger actions from
only because the campus populaadministrator s. And as the nation
tion is minimal. We hav e been
goes, so go the legislatures. And as
among those concer ned enough t o
the legislatures go, so go the uni- dissent in t hose actions which apversity budgets.
pear to have been motivated by the
backla sh.
anti-education
THE CUT-BACK IN MONIES
that t his w ill not be
eel
f
we
But
was. esp ecially felt t his year
T he AdministraFall.
this
case
the
throughout t h e nation and in F lorition will l ikely face new ,p r oblems
.
da.
that cannot be solv ed by bending
And t he events of this summer,
only to the p r essur es gener ated by
i.e., the "firing" of P r of. Robert
frightangry or v indictive or
an
S t evenson, a well-known " peace"
ent.
sentim
public
·ened
advocte and of academic fr eedom,
For just a s there are those who
the a lleged p ay r a ise cuts of cerwilling to a ccept the back lash,
are
stuwith
concerned
tain professors
w ill be those eager to fight it
there
dethe
and
ires,
dents a n d their des
- to prove that they are willing t o
nial of a faculty senate, all point to
the fact that the Admin ist r ation stand for their convictions and
ide als.
may be leaning towards a ppeasement in satisfying t he Legislature
POWERFUL AS _ARE THE
and the State.
forces behind t he backlash , t h e
· But it is possible that the Admora l fiber of today's y ounger
ministr ation is w orking on a wrong
g ener ation is not made to a ccept
a ssumption.
coercion as an answe r.
Admittedly, the Administra t ion
"TO Kll,L VIOLENCE and
walks a shaky tight rope be tween
demonst r ations, first g et r id of th e
agitators" seems to be the solution p assionat e and powerful forces on
the a dministrator s a r e w or king both sides. But if pea ce on this and
other campuses is to be mainpnder.
tained, -then administrator s must
This is a wrong ass umption.
use reasoned communication rathWhen "those few" are defeated,
er than the "Big Stick" t o find det he pa ttern has been for two to
cent s olutions _ to p r oblems that
t ake their place . And then four to
must be s olv ed.
fig ht in defense of those two

Your report indicates
civilian morale is low.

Yes sir.

Don't they like
our chewing gum?

Yes sir, I think
it's the napalm.

a

Is The

Moon Worth It?

V ery soon, we will fulfill t h e
drea m of the decade, th e landing
on the moon. As we get n earer and
n earer the goal, we a re doing
what is familiar in American life,
forgetting to ask and inquire into
w h a t exactly were the reasons for
achieving t h a t goal.
We as a nation have-always believed in progress . D iscovery of
the n ew world, taming of frontiers,
a nd now t he s ea r ch for new fr ontiers are a few . We hav e also a s
n ation som etim es been consumed
by the q uest.
The end result is progress being
imp ortant not for w h at it can do
for mankind, but jus t b ecause of the
fact t hat it is p r ogress.

a

PROGRE SS F OR ITS own sake .
h as brou ght u s t he a tomic bomb,
DDT, and eight-lane freeways.
Originally, some of these developments a ll served a pur pose ,
sometimes worthwhile , but the a ctions that followed w er e mainly for
progress' sake, usually the expe nse

of sQmething 'else, something bett er.
make mor e bombs, we
could try making more peace, we
continue to let the automobile doJninat e our land, we could -try altern ativ es, we ~ill m or e b u gs, we
could stop and realize that only
man can disrupt the -- ecological
b alance.
THE MOON SHOT m ay be
progress, · but at t he expens e of
w h at ? It's been s a id a million
times, but it n ev er g ets old: Could
we not dir ect our a ttention to this
planet first ?
T he bigges t counter argument
m ay b e that man. must c ontinue to
go on his quest of the unknown
forever· in the pursu it of knowledge.
It could also be s a id that we
sh ould try to cor rect w h at we know
to exist, mainly that the wor ld has
turned into a pretty horrible plac e
to live and no matter how far a way
we a im , we won't be able to escape
that fact for a long time.

·we

Mmm. Napalm has a nasty ·
chemical sound to it.

· let's call it Freedom Fire!
Cartoon by J im Cra ne from "Inside Oul"

It seems that this country has finally
reached the point where violence as a
means (or ends) is accepted as normal.
I have not seen lately much discussion about what kind of summer this one
will be. The attitude seems to be if cities
don't burn, good, if they do, it's just too
bad, we'll work from there.
JIMMY BRESLIN summed it up in
his usual candor. We no longer want to
try and solve the problems, we'd r ather
listen to those who preach law and
order. We'd rather lock our doors and
pay our money for the police to protect
us (from the bla cks).
It's very similar to what Robert Th~
bald, noted social commentator said at a
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r ecent visit to USF. He gave our country, with the way trends seem to be
going, six to nine months before we had
a genuine police state.
Theobald was referring especially to
the statements by Attorney General
Mitchell and Presiqent Nixon concerning
the crackdown on college demonstrators.
This ,vas followed by a rash of action on
the state level.
SO ALL IN ALL, it's _the same old
story. The willingness ·of our society to
crawl in into their TV-enclaved, dulled
sense environment, and for their protection from militant students and militant
blacks, think t he slogans "law and
order" and " get tough" will protect
them.
Why don't we try to solve the problems tha t cause students to tear down
buildings and burn cities ? This question
may not be resolved soon. We may r each
the point of the totalitarian police state
where we don't even try to resolve it. In
the meantime what will happen this ·
summer? In the future?
Black militants seem to be getting off
to a fair start. Their organizations in the
ghettos for purposes of self-help could
easily be turned into effective destructive forces given the proper provocation.
STUDENTS OF THE SDS have
pledged to go into the work force this
summer and ·sell their ideas to the up till
now forgotten working class. Attempts at
disruption of the work place could be a
possibility knowing the nature of SDS.
This however is a picture of only one
side of the extremity this country is witnessing.
Reactionary groups are beginning to
be the mode now also. There's even a rebirth of vigilante groups, basically
groups who feel persecuted and see in
the system the lack of ability to keep
order. So they take the law, in the name
of order into t heir own hands.
THEliE ARE RUMORS that a reactionary backlash group will help quell
campus disorders next fall In New York

DEAR MR. KIBLER:
As a group of American Idea students
at the University of South Florida, who
are "orderly, hard-working, morally
upright, idealistic, committed to learning, and dedicated to the advancement of
American society", we were extremely
interested in your r ecent statement,
"Understanding Your Florida Universities."
We feel that as Chairman of the Florida State Board of Regents you are in a
better position to understand and control
progress and lack of progress in our
state university system than most other
people. It is for this reason that we feel
it important to communicate to you our
reaction to your statement.
IN GENERAL, WE think that your

Daytona Summer Symphony
The road wound through old grove
country - small farms houses with
goats and kids and. brightly colored wash
out to dry; straggly fences, decaying
quietly among the groves, unkept,
weed choked, long past usefulness save
as playground for murmurous sunlight
and the fluttering pagentry of butterflies and bees. We drove on, past the
sweet heavy smell of orange peel processing, past the heavy sweet smell of
quarter horse tracks, closed for months
now, still alive in th~ air after summer
rains and summer hopes; through Lakeland, Orlando, the citrus belt and fifty
miles beyond to the coast, and Daytona .
Daytona during the holiday weekends
is remarkably like all other florida east
coast towns, warm and muggy and
bumper -to - bUJllper with out - of - town
tags, people here for the races, the Firecracker 400.
Yet, there was something else in the
air, something originating from within
me - like a known thing inside you, that
..is not thought -0r is uptil it was, though
you thought you did not think you knew
it.
If a laughter was only the sound of
children laughing you would dash to the
sea oblivious of the rustling, crashing
sounds of surf.
BEFORE WE ARRIVED at the track
my mind pictured the thrill of newness
like an old .James Cagney racing movie,
an incredible •tension, big bands and
baton twirlers, unfathomable decibles,
and the fatiguing fragrance of burnt rubber.
There were no bands or twirlers, at
least I recall none. I saw very little from
where we managed to stake-out an area ,
where the fir st t urn ended and the track
flattened out once again for the backstraight.
These people who cannot manage to
inch into the corners overflow toward the

Ed Perez

middle of the infield, content to drink
beer, get sunburned, listen to their portable radios and watch the mammoth electronic scoreboard, like Times Square at
midnight on New Years Eve.
Everyone else jams into the infield
corners, the turns, where the track
· swoops by and bends to a r akish angle to
keep the cars f rom speeding off into
spai::e. Because the drivers maintain
such high speeds even here, and the
wind currents and track slope encourage
drift, the turns are the best bet for accidents.
ABOUT FORTY MINUTES into the
race it ·happened. A car spun and hit the
wall, billowing yellowish-white smoke
and drifting helplessly. As he spun a second car struck him face on, directly before me now, and the tires became disengag~d and floated spinning, and glass
·and metal parts, seemed suspended from
invisible wires.
The driver of the first car whipped
back and forth like a test car dummy in
an accident safety film and I knew death
had gone by. Colors flashed. Everyone in
the infield was yelling now, rushing
abouot, hoping for a better vantage point

Some Thoughts On US Violence .Today
By RAY ZOGORSKI
Edit-0rial Editor

The following commentary was wr itten as a class project for Dr. Charles Arnade, professor of Am erican Idea. A student committee wrote the letter as a
reply to the recent statement in the Oracle, 'Understanding Your Florida Universities' by D. Burke Kibler, Chairman
of the Florida Board -of Regents. The
group did its work at the end of last
quarter.

City, there's a Jewish Defense League the possibilities are unlimited.
Most frightening of all are groups like
the little old ladies of the St. Petersburg
Citizens Council on Crime. On a TV show
recently, one of the matrons was pushing
an amazing hand-held instrument of destruction to be sprayed in the face of
purse snatchers, potential rapists, and
even fresh newspaper reporters. Their
biggest efforts at the moment were to
get t he high school kids (the silent majority) to join their organization and
learn respect for the law (that is fear
and ~ verence of the law's consequences).
So we march onward into the summer. Our liberal beliefs that we can
work within this unmanageable system
are being expressed with more m~ager
attempts at keeping black youths busy
sweeping streets or r aking leaves, revision of the tax structure to reduce rates
for those who are so poor they don't pay
taxes, the hope that in the fall all the
problems of blacks in colleges will be
solved by black students programs.
We've appeased the college activists
just enough to let the majorjty of students think the college administrators
are "concerned, and let's not forget the
:high school seniors we've sheltered from
commencement speeches that might say
something that pertained to the real
world, these people may really crash
this summer.
BUT l\fOST IMPORTANT, the assurance to the majority ( of students and society) thjlt, rest assured, although trouble will not be dealt with efficiently, the
trouble makers \Vill, because it is the
American way to meet violence with
more violence: "law and order" and
"get toughness."
But too many people have learned
that violence will at least get something
done. And those who have little faith in
the government will contim1e to form
t heir own groups to violently fight the violence that could arise.
So with all these groups a ready

potential for violent action what conciliation do we have? The problems continue
to be analyzed, but the solutions continue
to be violent in their nature, not r eally
,getting to the causes, only suppression of
the results.
We have been told in the recent report of The National Commission on the
Causes and Prevention of Violence that
"We have become . a rather bloodyminded people in both action and reaction." We have a violent and law breaking people, but yet the .one of the stablest
governments in the world.
I GUESS WE ffllNK that we can, as
a nation, <:ontinue to survive by meeting
violence with violence, mitigating actions, not getting at their causes. As the
Commission says: if violence is to be
controlled, it will_be only through a judicious combination of strengthened police
power and alleviation of the grievances.
We have chosen the former.
In a recent article in '-'Time," a politi•
cal scientist from Princeton and a member of the Commission said if he had to
do· the work all over again be would concentrate more on individual violence.
It's like the chicken and the egg, did
individual violence come about first or
was it group violent action that caused
it? Whatever, it's easy to see the reasons
for it.
If anything is to be blamed for the violence in the world today it is· the ingrained idea of competition. All men
must compete, not cooperate for their
betterment. Some, especially in economic competition have an unfair advantage.
Others inevitably try to equalize their
chances.
MAN IS CONFRONTED with a violent world where big fish eat little fish,
he's supposed to accept his place in this
world and compete against -bis fellow
men while a ll form of violence are being
enacted against him.
The result, man learns his lesson well
and reacts often in a way which is recognized as unacceptable, but then a gain a
much-ingrained part of American life.

to view the carnage.
A man wearing an Atlanta Braves
baseball cap stands on the roof of a
refreshment stand to my right, arms
sweeping wildly now upward, mushroomlike, as though conducting a symphony
of death, screaming the way it "really"
happened to companions Jielow. Some
people go so far as to momentarily forget
the beer they hold.
This is real excitement, The race is a
success. Coming out of the turn, unable
to see t he debris, four more ca rs hit in
quick cha in reaction. I felt as if someone
suddenly held my wrists, I was looking
through broken colored glass, my mouth
dry, listening to the sounds of my blood.
Then I could see the track, the stands
again, the sky and the flashing yellow
caution light, and I felt very sick indeed.
I felt as if I had just witnessed a knockout at a boxing match, where everyone
was screaming "Stop it", but no one averting his eyes; where one can no longer
tell himself he watches the beauty of
men in action, and likens it unto a ballet.

comments· are over-generous and unrealistic in many respects. We recognize and
apprecitae your concern for, and better
than a verage knowledge of, the students
of today.
But we cannot agree that Florida universities are functioning efficiently or
fulfilling their responsibilities.
Gross mishandling of funds (redundancy, overemployment in some areas,
underemployment in others), poor planning (immediate obsolescence, inefficiency resulting from lack of space, i.e. USF
bookstore), and other types of monetary
waste (idle poverty money but a lack of
funds for needy students in other categories), do not convince us that our universities are efficiently run.
ONE OF THE stated purposes of the
quarter system is to increase effi ciency
through year round use of the university
buildings and facilities. We understand
that the percentage of students attending
quarter IV is not greater than those attending during trimester III, A, B in
years past.
W~ feel the quarter system has almost no merit whatsoever. The learning
process has been greatly hampered on
the part of both faculty and student.
It is virtually impossible to cover t he
same number of courses now as was possible with the trimester system. Material
cannot be adequately covered or absorbed in ten weeks. To add insult to in•
jury, it costs more per year per student
even without the proposed $25.00 raise in
tuition.

,.,.
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THE RUSH - RUSH atmosphere leads ··
to much impersonality and lack of com- •·
munication between faculty and students.
The quarter system also has the very de- •
finite air of "assembly-line methods." ·
It is our consensus, after much personal inquiry, that faculty salaries are in
actuality, not competitive with " some of
the better institutions." In addition it is
contrary to progressive principles of education to teach required freshmen courses with inexperiep.ced "graduate assistants."
The first year in college is the most
critical in forming desirable habits of academic inquiry and objectivity in the •
minds of prospective graduates. Unfortunately, due to lack of funds to adequate- ·
ly staff the faculty, this is common prac•tice in Florida.
BECAUSE THE MAJORITY of faculty members are dedicated to education
and interested in students, regardless of
salary or working conditions, relationships between faculty and students are
" on the whole good". ·
But rela tionships between administrc!-•
tion, and the faculty and students have
in some instances reached the point of
dichotomy. It appears that too many of ~
our administrators are engrossed in the whirl of their administrative milleau:·
The following letter was sent to Presiand fail to recognize and participate in
dent Allen with permission given to the
Oracle to reprint. A copy was also sent the real university atmosphere which is
.
t he basis for their being.
to Graham Solomons, president of the
to be
are
protest
and
violence
If
USF chapter of the American Associaavoided, administrators must make sintion of University Professors (AAUP).
cere and consistent efforts to bring a.bout
DEAR EDITOR:
Without this they will never
change.
Since I realized that you must be getconfidence and trust of the
the
achieve
ting some mail with regard to the mat-students.
Stevter of denying tenure to Professor
enson, urging you to reconsider the acFLORIDA MUST BE less concerned
tion, please allow me to state my feel- with visiting professors who receive
ings in this matter.
Nobel prizes than with the fermenting
I feel very strong on the point that underlayer of inconsistencies and injustitenure is a privilege and not a right, and ces which are now affecting the future of
·
that any legal authority who denied ten- all education in Florida.
Universities must indeed "foster
ure to Professor Stevenson, or any other
member of the non-tenured faculty, had
tional discourse, objectively and the willthe right to do this ,vithout having to ingness of the university community to
listen as well as speak". For without
defend himself to the public.
In particular, I feel that public ac- these vital activities the chasm of nontivities in support of any cause what- communication will widen and split leaving destruction and regression in its
ever, of the form and type Professor
Stevenson was engaged in recently, are wake.
incompatible with the dignity of a posiOur world is in the midst of a revolution on the faculty of a respectable uni- tion. A revolution of change. Our rate of
versity and thus prima facie evidence of social adaptation has fallen drastically
poor judgment.
behind the rate of technological progAny institution has a right to expect ress.
sound judgment from its permanent
OUR INSTITUTIONS ARE no longer
faculty. Especially, since Professor
relevant. They were designed for goals
Stevenso11's activities concern a controwhich have already been reached. Stuversial matter of opinion on which he is
dents are being confronted with these
not a ny more an expert than anyone
outmoded institutions and traditions, and
else, and not an academic matter in a
find that ·they hold no promise for easing
field in which he is an expert, I fail to
the turbulence in our sea of change.
see how 'his academic freedom would
Young people today cannot afford to .
be violated even if he were let go bebe comfortable with the past or satisfied
cause of these activities.
with the present, for they are aware of
I certainly hope that the decision ·to
their painful responsibility for the future. ·
deny tenure to Dr. Stevenson will be
Education is the most vital aspect of our
final. Otherwis·e, we will r un into t,he
society and if it is t o be relevant to futrouble that a mediocre faculty member
ture needs, we must have an unparalleled
who senses a forthcoming denial of change in our look and strategy.
tenure will be able to force the UniverIt seems apparent that organizational
sity to grant him tenure by publicly enstructure being what it is, this radical
gaging in controversial activities outside
change in attack and approach must
his field of competence or making constart at the top. It must start with those
troversial statements and ,then claiming
most capable of bringing about creative
these to be the reason for his being deaction.
nied tenure.
IT i'S WITH this thought in mind that
H. K. EICHHORN-VON WURMB
appeal to you, as Chairman_ of the
we
Astronomy Chairman
Board of Regents, to re-evaluate the current state of our Florida universities and
to do everything in your power to undera
stand the g roup which provides the sole
substance and existence of those universities and of our world of the future.
DEAR SIR:
Dedicated intelligence, understanding
of
heard
In the past few days I have
and creative ·action, are the ultimate antwo people who stand with the President
swer to the · most radical of demands.
in his decision to terminate the services
Our sincere desire is that the campuses
of Professor Robert M. Stevenson as a
of Florida never see violence, and we
teacher at this University.
must place our hope in the people of
These are : Professor H. K. EichhornFlorida, that they may show the necessvon Wurmb and-local SDS advocate Ray
dedication to understa nding and acsary
Hooks.
tion that is needed to save us from this
With such enemies, does Stevenson
crisis of potential destruction.
need friends?
R~chard Beeman
PAMELA JONES
Chairman
4Soc

Stevenson Up

Only To Allen

ra-

And A Reply

Natat6rium··wa1·1s Fall

USF Booters Start 6th
Season In September
By VITO CARPITELLA
Correspondent
Coach Dan Holcomb's USF'
soccer team will kick off its
sixth season Sept. 27, when it
meets the Monarchs of St. Leo
College there.
Holcomb, who has coached
th e team since its inception
ate chamin 196.5, garnered
·pionships
three st
consecutive

The brick facing on three estimated at $10,000.
do, said t h a t he suspected
walls of the natatorium • gym
The buckled veneer was dis" the cement holding the faccomplex came tumbling down covered 1at e Thursday after- ing must be inferior." Pearlast Thursday afternoon as a noon while workman were on
their belt. USF had only seven the past three years, while
u. of Sout.h Florida, July 16, 1969 - 5
safety measure when work- the roof washing the trim son ordered the facing refull days of practice . for its Tuminia has played the outman found that the facing had prior to repainting the struc- moved from three sides of the
seasonal opener this year.
side left-forward position.
b
The Brahmans overcame an
THE BRAHMAN mentor ing to Holcomb, is a hotbed of west powerhouse 1-0 in 1967.
uckled.
ture. The complex was built swimming pool building.
early slump, hoo/ever, with a said that Seifert is considered American soccer and is one of
Holcom)J feels that the addi- · Besides the brick veneer of by th~ Allen Thompson ConHe also said samples of the
strong finish in posting anoth- an excellent player nationally the few cities which has jun- tion of scholarship players the natatorium section, which struction Co. of Tampa and
.
.
er winning record.
· and was offered a scholarship ior development program in Mike Costello, younger broth- is part of a $2.3 million com- accepted by the University ·in mortar will be sent to Pittser of Brahman veteran Fran plex, came an inner sandwich April of 1967.
· burgh TeSUng Laboratories
Co-captains for this · year's several years ago to play for the sport.
team are seniors Jerry Seifert perennial NCAA champ St.
USF has developed quite a Costello, Gavin Turner, and wall of solid concrete block
John Pearson, Southern for analysis. He said there was
and Pete Tuminia. Seifert has Louis Univer:sity.
rivalry with the St. Louis col- Mack Kernich will bolster his plus insulating board.
Florida zone architect for the nothing structurally wrong
been_
the _
Brahman
·for _
The
St._
Louis_
area,
accordlege_
since
they_
upset
the Mid-_
roster.
Repairs
the_
damage
is Board
of Regents
from_
Orlan·
with _
the building.
_
_ goalie
__
_
_
__
_
__
_ _ __ _ _ _
_for
_
__
__
__
__;_, _
_ _ __

years, 1965 through 67. He finished with a 9-2-1 mark last
year.
HE SAID THAT USF was at
a disadvantage this past season because most of the other
competing schools b e g a n
their classes in the early part
of September and have several weeks of practice under

ORPANs·tt~~Jg:rE 148
TEFLON II SAUTE
SAUCE
· TEFLON ll~il}SUACE PAN-·v~~~~ 199
CHARCOAL BUCKET Hi~i}J~t~i· 97c
-TYPING PAP.ERstl~rs ;~~~~:ME 48.C
WOODr~Jt~fRHANGER
l8C
VINYL SHOWER CURTAIN ilf~ 39C
5-SHELF sfJif~-E SHELRNG ~~cG~ 599
199
5-GAL. GAS CAN
$2.49 VALUE

FEMININE SYRINGE F~!::~31YPE 87C
J&J BABY POWDER ~~t~\LUE 49C

DIETETIC BARSREGEi.oc3 25"
Es·TEE CHOCOLATE
J &J BAND-AID ifR~~~ Ri?:~~9~ 33C
TUMS ANTACID Cii~i1LUE 2 _1sc.
UMIT'_3

'

"'

1

JOHNSON FOOT SOAP

~~~i/~c

33¢
79C

CONTAC CAPSULES
BRECK CREME RINSE ~;J1~:y 53
1 59
R~~;~ ;

Sale Prices Good Thru Saturda.y
While Present Stocks last! .
------TAMPA-----• 4 4 09 Nebro1lco Ave.
• 3669 Gondv lllvd.
• 3 714 Hendenon Blvd.
• 7.501 W, Hi111borouAh Ave,
• 1733 N, Doi•• Mobry

-----TAMl'A----• •-IAl!TOW MAlt-lAl!TOW•
•
th St. &. 10th I An
• 1050 N. lroadwoy
• fowler I, Nebro1ko Ava --lltAHDOH---• 6904 N. Armenia An. • 621 W. lrondon llvd.
• Tamale Terrace
·---PLANT CITY--Highway A.56 St.
• ·• 1403 S. Collini .Avo.

,o

OPEN WEEKDAYS 9:00 AM TO 9:00.PM·

-

SUNDAYS FROM 10:30.AM TO 7:30 PM

RE~M~::c

0

HEAVY METAL

$3.49 VALUE

.

34C
CAT LITTER
.ASST. KITCHEN UTENSILS v:~.E33C
WATER FILTERF0~Ri1EAM :~.~iN~~~~s9c
FOAM pu:~ijsE PAD sr{r~~~\iiN 599
10-LBS.
. KITTY
PAN
REG. 49c

PETETUMINIA

. . . new co-captain.

G·olf Registra,tion

,

I

Thursday; 1-M
Meet Saturday

LADIES KNIT SHELLS A~2si.'s~~fsE 177
PETAL. BONNETS Frif~~f;;t~J.cH 177

The deadline for registering
for the summer-quarter intramur~I . golf tournament .is .
this Thursday in the Intramural office.
The golf tournament ~ open
to all USF students and will
begin Saturday at 11 a.m. at
the USF Golf Course.

Brimm, Groom,

Kitchens Win

BB Tourname-n t

f . HiiltNrMf~~t 22N

"GOODBYE COLUMBUS" ♦
Ri~hard Benjamin •

•

♦
♦

1

A LS O -

.

THE
.•
'DETECTIVE"
FRANK SINATRA

•

SUN. MON. TUES•
. ALL COLOR

•

PROGRAM

•

♦

FIRST TAMPA SHOWING

"RUN ANGEL
RUN"

•

VALERIA STARRETTE

•

- P L US 1

'WILD REBEL11

•

STEVE ALAIMO
- ALSO .

•

·

♦

''WILD IN

•

THE STREETS"

SHELLEY WINTERS •
CHRISTOPHER JONES .

.
•

.....
.
...
. .
I

•

I

♦

~. f;!',~hr.1 1,::1: - .

•

,

July 17-18-19

• ..,,

II

. . THUR., FRI., SAT

.. 3 ACTION HITS II
All Color Program

•

•

:

"HOT ROD ACTION" :
"'
I I FOLLOW ME"
•
'.. .

. .....
Claude Codgen

11

SPEEDWAY"

BEACH TOWELS
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4

3-RUN WILD HITS

•
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· llUSfletiN bt. i
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·FIRST OUTDOOR .SHOWING.

•

MICRIN MOUTHWASH $t~}~LUE 79C
COLGATE TOOTHBRUSH
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ASST. CERAMIC MUGS ~~~~4UE18C
PINKING SHEARS $,:9':vALUE 68C
RUBBER FLOOR MATS ~;~02~:El18

•

&

· •..;is Prest~f ,.I

PO.STAGE SCALEA1J~TIC69C
PERSONAL ALARM ~~?I~~1~E69
24-PC. FLATWARE SETPl~~i~rci,~44c
SHOPPERS HELPER·f~~ii v;~~E38C
·ADJ. IRONING BOARD $:.1~~e!~UE347

.LADIES JAMAICA .SHORTS

111
77C

·FASHION JEWELRY $2.9~~iES
& WALL
3
66
ASST
DOOR
·
•
MIRRORS $5::ss~~~UE
SWEATER BOX i~~}!: ~~~E78C
14x54-IN~ DOOR MIRROR$::~~~:E3 88
ANE ART REPRODUCTIONSv:cJe3 BC
IRONING BOARD HOLDER-~r~·&ac
COCOA DOOR MAT ~~cJ:;· : L~E 139
CORY COFFEEMAKER A~:aG~~;s V~L9iE2 99
ICE CUBE TRAYS ;(tsJi!u: 48
PEELER & Ff8JtN KNIFE sac·
NYLON CLOSET TROLLYv~L: 68C
.OYER •Dh~ER CADOY ;f~o~~i: 68C
9x12-FT. UTILITY TARP $~:~Re:~~sg 9C
DOUBLE HIBACHI GRILL -:~~i: 699
ADJ. ~frl& sH ELvEs
299
REVOLYING SPRINKLER v~~: 238
METAL 6toRflN HANGER
39C
18C
SPONGESCRUBBER
ASST. SHADES

1 00
REG. $ •

$

4 95
• VALUE

rt::

79

c V.~UE

DUPONT

REG. 39c

TOOL RIOT

ASST. TOOLS. 98 VALUE.
YOUR CHOICE

LADY SCOTT f,~~~t ~~~i/ic 26C
EVEREADYv·JL1BATIERIES P~ftJAwJ 9C
MAGAZINE RACK s,~::~ALU.E88C'.

4-0I. -ICE BUCKET .
TAPE RECORDER ptr~ER$~~::ti:T2466 .
WARING -BLENQER . ~~~~~~/ 1988
"GALAXY 20-IN. ~i~;:~~; EL 1588
fAN STAND
F~~:~~~~
599
POLAROID ~f~~~l CAMERA$~~5~24S9

--+--_.;;..;..;._;;;;;;.;;;_;;;.;;;..;;.;;._

_,,,,;..;,___
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The three-man team of
Rocky Kitchens, W i 11 a r d·
Brimm, and Joe Groom won
. _the first of two three-man intramural basketball tournaments this quarter last Thursday evening. .
'l'he team of Marcus Paula,
Don Rothal, and Steve Iachini
came in second while the
threesome of Tommy Brusa, '
Mike Vacher, 1and Carson Turlington capped third place.

_

_

_

5

7-IN. CR~~fALASH TRAY $,.ssvALUE88C
SHOWER CURTAIN HOOKSi i!r~
:28C ·.
TRAYEL HAIR.DRYER $~~I;L~~DEL·499
SWIFTS tf~fo .FERTILIZER v~~tt·88C
BVI INSECT FUGGER ~~~E 644

GARDEN TOOtSC
UL~E~~fWER33C.
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Applications
Due August:6 _

Students Design Scenes
For Summer Repertory
.

.

:things, and this is a corny - in technicolor, However. Everything has to appear much
show."
more glamorous than· it really
Aside
from
collaboating
on
Throughout the preparation
is."
of any show there is always "Bijou," Miss Lwmy is de"Because of the technical
the hard-working person be- signing costumes for "Little problems, we _have had some
Mary"
and
sets
for
the
Playhind the scenes who is seldifficulty co-ordinating cosdom given enough credit fur wrights' Showcase.
tumes
and sets," was .Miss
Sherouse was extremely
his creativity. Credit he may
Lunny's
complaint.
get, but rarely enough. That pleased that the ideas that
Everybody
expressed the
one unsung hero is the one Morse and Whaley had about idea that the main problem is
who is literally · behind the the show were quite close to the lack of available time, due
scenes, for it is the person his own. "That makes it a
whole lot easier. I tried to to the quarter system and the
who has designd them.
24 hour day.
With this summer's reperto- · create the theatricality of a
. At any rate, these designers
ry at Theatre USF, students vaudeville show rather than and their cohorts,. student
the
reality
of
theatrical
sceare being given a chance to
. lighting designers Mike Soludesign the shows for the Main · nery. It's gaudy, but it's fun! ri, George Gould, and Rich
Sunshine Shines '
Stage, a chance· rarely grantEXTRAVAGANCE seems to 'Sharkey, and student techni•
ed even in educational theatr~ be the key word of tJ\e sum- <:al director Ruth M. Rosales, .
with the -exception of student mer. "When Mr. Williams and are now•into their final techni, pro.ductions.
I first discussed the show," cal and dress rehearsals, pull·Department Chairman Ru~- Miss O'Leary said of "Mer- ing everything into· shape for
the season's premier .-on Mon, side· calls. The inter-campus seU G. ,Whaley is one ?f ·t he · ton," "we decided to design
phone number will be the last· Thell:tre s. re~~ar designers things as Merton wouid see it day.
fo(µ' digits. On campus callers - and is super~sm~ the student
will still have to dial 9 to .get work . for_ Cmema Summe:,
. outside. ·
co-ordinating the thematic
• _Most of the new four digit . s_cheme for the repertory fes- · - - - , . - - - - - - - campus phone numters will µval.
,
be. composed of . a ntimber 2
ALICE O'LEARY, who has
, '·,
added before the currently · designed "Merton of the
used three ·digits. Residence Movies" directea by Carl Wil-

Students enrolling at . USF
for the Fall quarter must
apply for admission by Aut~.
6, Robert Levitt, assi_stant ·di·
rector of admission, said.
The USF catalogfor 1969--7Q
lists v- total of more _than-2500
• courses, with masters degree
programs in . 50 . fields
and doctoral programs in marine biology, chemistry , and
education.
.
· Applications for admission
may be made either at · th_e
main campus in Tatnpa or_~e
USF-St. Petersburg camplll
on Bayboro harbor. High
school graduates applying as
freshmen must have tra,n~
scripts of their high school- ·
records, and transfer or grad~
uate students must have. ~l~
lege stranscripts, in order :to
apply.

DOUG KAYE
Fine Arts Editor

Singing Mary

Centrex Jelephone System
By DAVE DORNEY
Correspondent
When a switch Is thrown at
a predetermined Qour Aug. 23,

MOVIE REVIEW

cur•I Ous, Is s.er
· •I o·u_··_s_·,

the campus communications
operation · will be taken over
iby CENTREX. CENTREX,
according to Charles W. Butler, Physical Plant director, is
a telephone dialing system
that will enable outside call~ hall numbers have four digits Iiams, said, "I didn't find the
ers to dial direct to any USF .under the present arrange- ~vor of the period that hard .
·ment but the first digit will be . fo capture. I've rather ennumber.
a 6 instead _of the 2 currently joyed it. A major problem has
Under the present system being used.
By BOB JEROME
been finding period props."
outside callers have to dial
Correspondent
The new Tampa phone di- · _Rick Talcott is designing
the switchboard first in order rectory will have all the new "Little Mary Sunshine." "We
The New York Times Magato ,be connected to the number campus · numbers listed .but
all started with a movie spoof zine has satirized "I Am Curithey want. Th~ CENTREX resident students will not be · ·d " b
"d
"In
'S
hi
'
1 ea,
e sru .- .
uns ne .ous (Yellow)" with an article
system uses the everyday provided with a campus direc- · I' +-,.u;
· tu re a kind on a fictional sex-romp called
m ,..J.ng to cap
seven-digit number with out- tory until December.
·
romantic moo d "I .. Am Spurious (Filthy),"
of cartoon
that the play a l re a d Y and any second now MAD will
suggests." Though Talcott probab1y jump on the parody
had desi~;d "The S1,1~je~t bandwagon with its own fly- Presents Was ~oses la_st fall, this IS swatter attack on the famous,
the first · multi-set sho~v ~e .· or infamous, Swedish picture
h~s ~ged. Alfred Golding is which is the talk of the film
directmg.
industry.
Perhaps ·the most outlandish
Meanwhile, 250,000 New
show of the season is "Family
Yoiikers
have seen "I Arn CuNight at the. Bijou," directed
rious''.
since
its debut in
by .~Franklin Morse. Alvis
S~erouse, who is designing March; the critical reaction
"Bijou," has made economi- has ranged from active discal - use of pieces in stock. gust (Rex Reed) to mild ap"It's kind of an offshoot of proval (Stanley Kauffmann), .
Mr.1 Whaley's initial design in and law enforcement agencies
color and form. The problem across the country are trying
.
.
is in trying to recreate an era to determine if the U.S. Cusin · Hollywood in which no toms was right to initially
ainounf ot money seems to seize the film as "obscene,"
have been spared in creating or if the court battle proved
escapist entertainment for the ,conclusively that the lovemaking ·sequences contained nothmasses." ·
Suzanne Lunny and Susan ing which could "corrupt"
American morals.
Strandberg are designing the
costumes for "Bijou," about
THE .. GE:Nl)R4l, HUBBUB
which Miss Strandberg said, OVER - the much-publicized
"has been a fantastic tax on sex scenes, however, has alow-· imaginations. We weren't most obscured the fact "Curiaround in the 30's and 40's, 01.1s," dire<;:t84 by Vilgot Sjoand there. are going to be peo- man, is a worthy serio-comic
ple · in the audience who had film containi,ng the degree of
been." ·
·intelligence which has always
distinguished the best of for. ''I WVE 'BIJOU'," said
FRI.~ SAT. NIT.E 7:30 P.M.
eign
fare.
Miss Lunny, "I'm a corny

·c _··

IIINNYIAKE.
15An OttoMISSING
Pre•inger ·Film
Star,~ng:
~

Carol
lynley -

Admission: 35c Business Auditorium {BSA)

p~rsoh, I enjoy doing corny

N,e w ·Student·.
Aid Offered
~

·Om ·1 C And In·te· 11.·1 g e:. nt·' .; ..·

The University Center

.Laurence
Olivier·

Bunny .Town .Is 'Mary'

The story, which operates

f r o m a t r i c k y filmwithin - a film framework,
deals with a pleasingly plwnp
starlet, .Lena Nyman, who is
assigned by Sjoman the
screen role of a you~g girl determined to pump the social
and political conscience of a
Sweden sbe feels is too selfsatisfied with its neutral
image.
She conducts a -seemingly
endless r o u n d of manon-the-street interviews, asking · polite Stockholm citizens
questions ("Do you _thµlk that
Sweden has a class system?"), and then slie pickets
various embassies and induction centers with signs of her
credo: "Let non-violence be
your defense."

LENA, WITH HER ADOLESCENT attachment- for a
teddy bear, soon has her faith
in her ideals shaken when she
boldly enters into a whirlwind
affair with a salesman (Borje
Ahlstedt) who is not entirely
truthful about his _own romantic entanglements. In a fit,
Lena· dreams of brutally killing her faithless lov.e r, only
later to pause and confess to
a portrait of Martin Luther
King that she does n.o t have
the strength to live, and love,
non-violently.
The film eventually shifts
back to Lena, the starlet, who
may ibe- politically dumb, but
she is self-assured enough to
ditch her director-lover, Sjb•
man, and quickly ride-off with
her leading man as the scene
fades out on a popular slogan :
"Make love, not war.'_'
The candor of th~ fovemaking between Lena and Borje is
striking, yet by its explicit nature it curiously, cancels out
any erotic undertones, and the
viewer is aware all this passionless activity is just so·
much. picture-making. More
important, the frankness · of
"Curious" seems the logical
extension of the .screen horizon from the filmmaker
whose previous movies ("491"
and "My Sister, My Love")
were eye-poppers ) n themselves.
For all its sly humor and

'I

•

A new · federal as_sistance
program which . allows up to
$600 per quarter for students
interested in -law enforcement
has been ·added to USF,'s ft.
nancial· assistance program.- ·

thought-provoking i m a ,g e s,
"Curiou_s " ·is not without its
faults: At two hours it is pracKermit J. ?ilverwo~d, ~rec-.
tically a marathon 'of ' ideas, tor of Financial Aids, said the
and the .framework which "Leep Pro~am" makes· .
frequently undercuts the ·real- available • grants . up • to •$200
ity of a scene is as unnerving per quarter for those students
as the Chinese Water T9nµre. who . are officers of public·
Yet, director Sj9man, 'his..in- ·
quisitive Lena, and their at.:. funded law eriforceme~i agen':tack on , "nonsense" deserve ' cies and an-increasing ·Ioan of
to be heard. But , for
$600 .per quarter· for. ,fuii.t{ni .
mum enjoyment their picture s tudents seeking a degree redemands a min~ which_~s :hu~- lated to law·enforcement.
gry for somethmg other ,than
·
·
cheap thrills.
'fhe student loans arEdnade '
i
on· a 10-year, .3 ,per cent note:
, '
uniess the student :is · em:-:·
ployed in a state or f~erai
,,
agency immediately foilowihg.
graduation. He then cancels-the loan at a r ate of 25 per
All College of Business Ad- cent for eacq full year of fllll.
ministration majors who wish time employment .
to see their adviser for schedMany other types of finanuling for Quarter I should do cial aid programs including
so· during the week of Aug. scholarships, 1 o w interest
4-8.
loans and work . scho~~hips
All potential Quarter I Busi- are offered by the Financial
ness Administration graduates
Aids Office to students.
who wish to have a pregraduation check of their rec~ilverwc;,od said that about
ords may do so during one of $2.5-million in assistance WM
the following ilines in' Busi- awarded by USF in the 1968ness 301: July ·2s, 11 a.m. to 1969 academic year. More
noon; July 30, . 10 a.in. to than $3-million is expected to
noon; and July 311 p.m. to 2 be· made available · in the
1969-1970 year, he said. ·
.
p.m.
.
-·

Or Dante. Or Freud. ·or·Mc~:
luhan. Or any~dy else. Check.- ~
~ Fon~ Hall ·or call

us.or·

~etliing. This_i,YOUR~d,
of piace to-live. Food, pool, anil. · ·
other definite Jdvantages. .

niirid~·.,.

>

'

Advising $~t _
In Business

· PHONE .·
932-4391

Brass Repairs
Lecture Slated
Seventh Annual Repertory Festivai
LITTLE ·MARY SUNSHINE
MERTON OF THE MOVIES
FAMILY NIGHT AT THE BIJOU

Oren Henning, Assistant to
the Director of Bands, will
present a lecture-demonstration on brass instrument repairs Friday at 2 p.m. in the
Music Rehearsal Hall (FAH

~~tr*
"'(. * .

.*

102).

*

JJ,;

and an extra added attractio

** .
· July 21 through August ·10

.

information and
Jor reservations:
· Theatre
Box Office
Extension 323

Henning wil1 discuss · the
preventive maintainance, care
and handling, and proper casing of brass instruments.
Monday at 2 p.m., Vance
Jennings, professor of clarinet
and saxophone, will present a
lecture-demonstration on the
saxophone. During the presentation, Jennings will discuss
_the physical and m echanical
m ethodology of playing the instrument, and will play excerpts • from standard saxophone literature.
Next Wednesday, July 23,
Dr . J ames McCray, Professor
of Secondary Vocal Music
Education, will present a
semin1!,r on Gen~ral Music
Classes in the ·Public Schools.
McCray will discuss what a
general music class should be ·.
in the junior high s chool, projT ·
ects to be done -b y students in
a secondary school music
class, and materials and
teaching aids to be used by
the General Music teacher.
~

The first photo of the moon taken from inside a Volkswagen
240,000 miles away.

·

Attention: Cape Kennedy.
If those last shots of'the ·moon seemed like a lot
of trouble,coi:isid er taking som e-from a Volkswagen
Sunroof Sedan. ·. .. ·
We believe. th ere ·a·re cer_tain advantages. ·
For instanc~, you:11: on!y hove to pay a crew of
one to -man ·our craft. .
. ' .. .
He just st~ps the car-.And°~ro~ks open the cover.
(His view can b e anywhere up to a -whopp ing
390:square inches:! .
_
. ·wh en
-throu g h, he just reaches up and
· cra.nks -the cover closed.
{The who le car· ~ecomes as .airtight and we.fer-·
proof as our reg 1:1 la r VW seda nJ
· Think it over, Cape Kennedy.
Your pictures of the moorrcosr
over $2 .billion to take.
. .:. ::.:.
-_ Ours only cost $1889* :;•

he's

, Jirdsong Motors, ln·c .
11333 North Florid.a Ave., -Tampa
,IUTII0RlZEO
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